(1.1) pij(D^0, i,j=l,2,---, (1) (2) 22pir(t) = l, i=l,2,---, The terms of such a transition matrix are called transition functions (of the underlying Markov chain). Paul Levy [2, §111.4] (1.4) lim Pij(t) = lim pjj(t) or pi{(t) =0, i,j = 1,2, ■■ -. 
Proof.
The matrix {lim sup<^M pn(t)} is a matrix Q satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of the lemma. Thus we have (2.10) and (2.11) . The matrix {lim inft.«, pij(t)} is also such a matrix Q. Indeed it clearly satisfies (ii). That it satisfies (i) was shown by Doob [l, Theorem 6 ]. An application of the lemma now gives us (2.12) and (2.13 Then, hmk,xpjj(sk+t) and \\mk^xpjj(sk -t) exist and are both equal to lim*^ pjj(sk).
Proof.
From Theorem 1 we have that lim sup<^M prj(t) = lim sup(<0O pjj(t) or pjr(t)=0.
We also have that Pii(Sk) = E Pir(t)prj(Sk -t).
T From these facts it follows that lim prj(sk -/) exists and equals lim pjj(sk) or pjr{t) = 0, For r=j (2.15 ) implies that lim pjj(sk -t) = lim pjj(sk).
We have proved the first part of the corollary. To prove the second part, note that pjj(sk+t)=22rPjr (2t) Proof. We shall modify an idea of Doob [l, Theorem 6].
Let 2 be the set of limiting matrices (as t->=o) of P(t). Fix j as in the statement of the theorem, and let 90? be the set of all those A E2 for which Ojj = lim sup pjj(t).
I-.00
Let c = inf^S(r« 22n,m2~"anm. Let 9t be the set of all AE^Ji such that E« ,m2~no,nm = c Since £ contains its limit matrices, so does 9Jf and hence <3l is not void.
We note that if A is any matrix in ? there exists a matrix A' in 9<c such that vl ^^4'. In fact: (i) If A EM then P(t)-AEW. This follows immediately from Corollary 2.
(ii) If AEVl then P(t)-A=A-P(t)E^l.
This may be shown as follows: Choose a sequence {sk} T °° such that anm = \imk^x pnm(sk).
By Corollary 2, we have that ajj = limk^K pjj(sk) =hmk~x pjj(sk~t), since AEWl-Now choose a subsequence {5/} of {sk} such that limt^oo pnm(sk -t) exists for n, m = l, 2, • ■ • . Let B = I lim />nm(s*' -/) > .
We note first that BE'Sl, and we also note that (2. We may now show that there exists a matrix A' as above. BC is the limit matrix of BP(tk) as k-><x>. By (ii), since BE%1, B-P(tk')E^l, and since 9c is closed, the limit matrix BC is also in 9c.
Finally, take .4' = J3 • C.
We have shown that given any limiting matrix A there exists a matrix A'E^Il such that A^A'.
In particular, if A is such that cyy = lim inf pjj(t), f->00 then, lim inf pjj(t) =g lim sup pjj(t),
(-♦00 J-*0O or lim^a pjj(t) exists. Applying Corollary 1 completes the proof.
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